The ultimate dental table for all procedures

This advanced dental table is designed so you can perform more dental procedures in less time. It is efficient, more comfortable, and offers better patient presentation for all procedures. It has adjustable height, tilt adjustment, and a dorsal positioner. Swing Arms to hold all your equipment and instruments right where you want them. It’s also rock solid – a perfect dental platform.

- **Tilt adjustment**: Tilts up to 10° for better oral drainage and best presentation. Auto locks.
- **Dental Unit**: Mounts on Swing Arm. Accepts most popular dental units.
- **Dorsal Positioner**: Folds up to 45°. V-positioner. Auto locks.
- **IV Pole**: Fits in sockets on swing arms
- **Anesthesia machine**: Most light weight models mount on table. Reduces floor clutter.
- **Instrument Tray**: Fits on Swing Arm. Adjustable height. Lifts off for cleaning.
- **Head Support**: A rigid work surface. Fast drainage.
- **Drainage Pan**: Slides out for quick clean up.
- **2 Swing Arms**: All your equipment at your fingertips. Support 60 pounds each.
- **Casters**: Moves easily for area cleaning.
- **Foot switch swivels**: Always faces operator.
- **Compressor storage**: Behind post.

**Ergonomic comfort with height adjustment**

- **STANDING**: Extra tall 41"
- **SEATED**: Comfortable 29"

*Watch video demonstration [www.OlyVet.com]*
Features

A dental “cockpit” As efficient as an airplane cockpit. All your instruments and equipment are mounted on swing arms for perfect positioning. You save time on every procedure and work in ergonomic comfort.

Swing Arms Articulated. Support 60 pounds each. Change left/ right without tools.

Rock solid This table has been designed for dentistry. Its heavy-duty construction eliminates any bounce or wobble.

Dental Head Rest An efficient work platform. Supports patient’s head on reinforced stainless steel surface with access from 3 sides. Rapid drainage. Rounded arm rests.

Better patient presentation The patient’s position can be adjusted instantly during procedures.

• Height adjustment Electric lift adjusts from extra high standing to seated (41”– 29”). Capacity 250 pounds.
• Tilt adjustment Table tilts up to 10 degrees and automatically locks. Improves presentation and drainage.
• Recumbent positioning Built-in V-positioner folds up to 45 degrees and automatically locks.

Large table top Full 62” length for larger dogs. Only 21” wide to save space.

Instrument Tray Drops into socket on swing arms. Lifts off for quick cleaning.

Compressor storage Compressor stores on table base behind post. Platform available to insulate vibration.

Tie-down Cleats Under table top.

Less clutter Mounting equipment on table eliminates floor clutter.

Best long-term investment The Advanced Dental Table will meet your needs today and for years to come.

Choose your accessories

A universal platform

The Olympic Dental Table will hold your present and future equipment. Accessories fit into drop-in sockets and can be quickly moved or changed.

Dental Head Rest

Drain Pan
Under head rest. Slides out easily for cleaning.

Procedure Light
on Swing Arm, LED, bright, cool. Flexible gooseneck.

Electric Outlets
4 outlets in protective enclosure.

Laptop Platform
on Swing Arm holds your laptop securely.

Mobile – rolls easily
Mounted on heavy duty locking casters, so it can be moved for area cleaning and to provide a flexible dental layout.

For more information and distributors
800-789-6867

Olympic Dental Table, complete with 2 Swing Arms, Instrument Tray, IV Pole, Exam Light. 120V/60Hz. Net weight 240 pounds ......................................................... Model 50905

Olympic Dental Table With one Swing Arm and Instrument Tray .............................................................................. Model 50901

Anesthesia and dental machines not furnished.

Accessories
Can be ordered separately.

IV Pole ................................................................. Model 51081
LED Procedure Light......................................... Model 50987
Laptop Tray .......................................................... Model 50988
Compressor Platform ........................................... Model 50985
Swing Arm with 2 sockets .................................... Model 50186

• Ships in 24 hours Normally in stock.
• 3-Year Olympic Warranty Includes all parts and labor.

Watch video demonstration
www.OlyVet.com